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SPRING FIELD REPORT, Mar 2016 to May 2016 
Compiled by W. Ross Silcock 
P.O. Box 57, Tabor, IA 51653 
silcock@rosssilcock.com 
INTRODUCTION 
Vol. 84 No. 2 
In contrast to the fairly routine spring of 2015, this year saw an almost 
unbelievable parade of early arrivals. About 49 species, including virtually all 
taxonomic groups, had arrival dates at the early end of expected arrival dates, and a 
few species set record early dates. Notable early birds were Calidris shorebirds, 
flycatchers, and swallows, species which depend on available insect and pond-edge 
life, suggesting that organisms are "waking up" earlier than in previous years, 
helped, of course, by the mild 2015-2016 winter. On the other hand, there was only 
one late species: Purple Finch, which remained into mid-May at a few locations. 
Also of significance were several amazing high counts, most of which were 
achieved by insectivorous species. High seasonal totals were made by Gray-cheeked 
Thrush, Golden-winged, Hooded, and Cerulean Warblers (including an encouraging 
two females), while record single-observer-day tallies were made of Tennessee, 
Orange-crowned, Magnolia and Yellow Warblers, American Redstart, Indigo 
Bunting, and Baltimore Oriole. 
This spring, there were several sig:iificant all-time state and Panhandle 
occurrences. Rarest among them were the 3rd state record Glaucous-winged Gull, 
7th Gray Flycatcher, and 9th Curve-billed Thrasher. NOURC will examine the 
documentation of these sightings. Rare Panhandle reports of eastern birds were of a 
4th Mourning Warbler there as well as the 12th Summer Tanager. As observers 
spend more time birding the Panhandle, spring reports of species that usually occur 
in fall are being made more often. Reports this spring were of Broad-tailed 
Hummingbird, Dusky Flycatcher, and Cassin's Vireo, all of which have 7 or fewer 
spring records in all. Other rarities included a Black-throated Blue Warbler in 
Omaha. 
I want to mention here that this spring appears to be the first season that 
Steve Dinsmore has not reported; Steve enhanced our knowledge of birds in western 
Nebraska, notably in Keith County, immeasurably in the past 15-20 years, while 
based in Colorado. Steve birded almost every fall cold front that came through for 
all those years. Steve is now a professor at Iowa State University and is a very busy 
man. As a good friend of mine, I wish him the very best. 
And, now for some housekeeping. I strongly urge all observers to report to 
eBird, which is fast becoming the go-to repository for sightings. The eBird review 
process has been strengthened and continues to be strengthened to a high level of 
trustworthiness and transparency, such that eBird data can be safely (albeit carefully) 
analyzed and used for many projects and studies. Each season, I check eBird 
sightings for every species for significant records and am finding an ever-increasing 
number that are not reported on NEBIRDS. Sam Manning does a great job 
monitoring these records as Nebraska's eBird reviewer; Sam adjusts filters along the 
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way as needed, and we are exploring an overhaul of the filters for the state. In this 
Spring Report, of the 150 observers listed, plus a few spousal pairs, at least 77 
observers reported sightings only to eBird. 
Readers will notice my use of "EED" and "ELD" in this report. As noted in 
Abbreviations, these stand for Expected Early Dates and Expected Late Dates. The 
EED acronym had a major workout, as discussed above, with the plethora of early 
arrival dates this spring. "Expected" dates are the earliest or latest cluster of dates 
for each season for each species. For example Black-bellied Plover has EEDs Apr 
4,5, 1 O and ELDs Jun 14,19,21. However, there is an isolated earlier date of one 
present 16-23 Mar. This method was used by Sharpe et al. in Birds of Nebraska 
2001. 
ABBREVIATIONS 
ad: adult 
BOL: Branched Oak L, Lancaster Co 
Cem: Cemetery 
CLNWR: Crescent L NWR, Garden Co 
ConL: Conestoga L, Lancaster Co 
EED: Expected Early Dates 
ELD: Expected Late Dates 
fem: female 
FF: Fontenelle Forest, Sarpy Co 
HL: Holmes L, Lincoln, Lancaster Co 
ICSP: Indian Cave SP, Nemaha and Richardson Cos 
imm: immature 
Jack Sinn: Jack Sinn Memorial WMA, Saunders and Lancaster Cos 
juv: juvenile 
LM: L Mcconaughy, Keith Co 
LBN: Lakes Babcock & North, Platte Co 
LO: L Ogallala, Keith Co 
LS WNP: Lincoln Saline Wetlands Nature Park, Lancaster Co 
LWan: L Wanahoo, Saunders Co 
m.ob.: many observers 
NC: Nature Center 
NLB: North Lake Basin, Seward Co 
NM: National Monument 
NNF: Nebraska National Forest 
NOURC: Nebraska Ornithologists' Union Records Committee 
NWR: National Wildlife Refuge 
PL: Pawnee L, Lancaster Co 
PP: Pioneers Park, Lincoln 
PRSP: Platte River SP, Cass Co 
PSP: Ponca SP, Dixon Co 
Res: Reservoir 
RWB: Rainwater Basin - wetland complex in several counties in south-central and 
southeast Nebraska 
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SCP: Spring Creek Prairie, Lancaster Co 
SHP: State Historical Park 
SL: Sewage Lagoon(s) 
SP: State Park 
SRA: State Recreation Area 
VNWR: Valentine NWR, Cherry Co 
WGP: Walnut Grove Park, Omaha 
WHNC: Wildcat Hills NC, Scotts Bluff Co 
WMA: State Wildlife Management Area 
WP: Wilderness Park, Lincoln 
WPA: Federal Waterfowl Production Area 
OBSERVERS 
AK: Alice Kenitz, Gering 
BA: Brian Allen, eBird 
BB: Barbara Brown, Kearney 
BD: Bruce Dean, Valley 
BFH: Bill F. Huser, South Sioux City 
BG: Betty Grenon, Bellevue 
BH: Ben Heppner, Lincoln 
BP: Brian Peterson, Omaha 
BS: Barbara Straus, Lincoln 
BSm: Bill Smith, Funk 
BW: Bob Wells, Omaha 
BWe: Bruce Wendorff, Lincoln 
CAn: Chris Anderson, eBird 
CCI: Chip Clouse, eBird 
CCh: Cheryl Chessick, eBird 
CCr: Charlotte Croshaw, Fremont 
CG: Carlos Grande, Geneva 
CGo: Chris Goulart, eBird 
CGr: Christopher Gray, eBird 
CHe: Claire Helmke, eBird 
CMo: Clyde Morris, eBird 
CNK: Clem N. Klaphake, Bellevue 
CO: Chris Olson, Papillion 
CRu: Christopher Rustay, eBird 
CTr: Carla Trecek, eBird 
CVD: Cynthia Van Den Broeke, Lincoln 
CVe: Cheryl Vellenga, eBird 
D&JP: Don and Jan Paseka, Ames 
DHe: Don Henise, eBird 
DHo: Daniel Horton, eBird 
DKi: Doug Kibbe, eBird 
DL: Dan Leger, Lincoln 
DMo: David Moulton, eBird 
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DS: Dave Stage, Elkhorn 
DWe: Drew Weber, eBird 
DWi: David Willard, eBird 
EA: Edward Allen, Lincoln 
EB: Elliott Bedows, Bellevue 
EJ: Esa Jarvi, Lincoln 
EJo: Earl Johnson, Scottsbluff 
EK!: Elena Klaver, eBird 
ERa: Ed Raynor, Lincoln 
GR: Gary Roberts, Fremont 
GSh: Gina Sheridan, eBird 
GSi: Gary Siegrist, eBird 
GW: Glenn Walbek, eBird 
HF: Houston Flores, eBird 
HHo: Holly Hofreiter, Omaha 
HK!: Holly Kleindienst, eBird 
HTe: Hannah Tetreault, eBird 
HWi: Harley Winfrey, eBird 
IM: Ingrid Minchow, Seward 
J&GB: Jay & Ginger Belsan, Ogallala 
JAn: Jon Anderson, eBird 
JBu: Joelle Buffa, eBird 
JCa: John Carlini, Lincoln 
JCr: Jonathan Crews, Omaha 
JED: James E. Ducey, Valentine 
JG: Joe Gubanyi, Denton 
JGJ: Joel G. Jorgensen, Lincoln 
JGu: Jim Guyton, eBird 
JH: John Hall, Omaha 
JJ: Jan Johnson, Wakefield 
JJJ: Jenny Jo Johnson, Lincoln 
JLa: Joanne Laskowski, eBird 
JMo: Jake Mohlmann, eBird 
JMu: John Murphy, Kearney 
JR: Justin Rink, Omaha 
JSc:Judy Schoch, York 
JSk: Jeff Skevington, eBird 
JSS: Jason St. Sauver, Lincoln 
JT: Jerry Toll, Omaha 
JWh: Juanita Whittecar, Chadron 
JWo: Jo Wolf, Louisville 
KCo: Kelly Corman, Bassett 
KD: Kathy DeLara, Mitchell 
KGo: Katie Gooby, Omaha 
KKi: Kelsey King, Grand Island 
KP: Kevin Poague, Lincoln 
KSc: Kathy Schwery, Plattsmouth 
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L&BP: Loren and Babs Padelford, Bellevue 
L&LF: Lee & Linda Farrell, eBird 
LB: Laurel Badura, Kearney 
LBo: Lisa Boni, eBird 
LE: Larry Einemann, Lincoln 
LLa: Laurel Ladwig, eBird 
LO: Linda Ollinger, Wilsonville 
LR: Lanny Randolph, Minden 
MB: Mark Brogie, Creighton 
MJa: Matthew Janson, eBird 
MHi: Mary Hipschman, Omaha 
MM: Matt Miller, Bellevue 
MMi: Michael Miller, eBird 
MMk: Mark McKenzie, North Platte 
MN: Marsha Nyffeler, Columbus 
MSh: Matt Shurtliff, Omaha 
MU: Moni Usasz, Lincoln 
MW: Michael Willison, Lincoln 
MY o: Matthew Young, eBird 
NJo: Nina Jones, eBird 
NR: Neal Ratzlaff, Omaha 
OLa: Olivier Langrand, eBird 
ORi: Orien Richmond, eBird 
PB: Peyton Burt, Chadron 
PD: Paul Dunbar, Hastings 
PHo: Paula Hoppe, Colon 
PJa: Palma Jack, eBird 
PLe: Peter Lecholat, eBird 
PMH: Peter M. Hill, Whiteclay 
PS: Phil Swanson, Papillion 
PSa: Phyllis Salyards, Hastings 
RAA: Roger A. Appell, eBird 
RCI: Ron Clark, eBird 
RE: Rick Eades, Lincoln 
RG: Robert Gibson, Lincoln 
RH: Robin Harding, Minden 
RHe: Robyn Henise, eBird 
RHt: Rolf Hertenstein, Burwell 
RL: Roger Lawson, Curtis 
RS: Rick Schmid, Omaha 
RSa: Rick Sammons, Kearney 
RSg: Ruben Siegfried, Gering 
RSt: Ruth Steams, Lincoln 
RTy: Rob Tyser, eBird 
SAg: Stepfanie Aguillon, eBird 
SB: Scott Buss, Norfolk 
SFI: Steve Fluett, eBird 
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SGa: Sheryl Galvez, eBird 
SKr: Steve Kruse, Lincoln 
SMa: Sam Manning, Omaha 
SQ: Susan Quinn, Nebraska City 
SSc: Shari Schwartz, Lincoln 
SSo: Scott Somershoe, eBird 
SSz: Susan Szeszol, eBird 
TBu: Ted Buhl, eBird 
TCI: Tana Clemens, Omaha 
TEL: Thomas E. Labedz, Lincoln 
TG: Tom Gannon, Lincoln 
TGo: Terry Gold, eBird 
TJW: T.J. Walker, Brady 
TK: Tony Korth, Gretna 
TKe: Thomas Keefe, Lincoln 
TPo: Tammy Pollard, Omaha 
TS: Teresa Switzer, Burwell 
VC: Virginia Clark, North Platte 
WF: William Flack, Kearney 
WKa: William Kaempfer, eBird 
WM: Wayne Mollhoff, Ashland 
WRS: W. Ross Silcock, Tabor, IA 
SPECIES ACCOUNTS 
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Greater White-fronted Goose: A good count was the 5000 in Dixon Co 5 Mar 
(BFH); high spring counts range from 6000 to 100,000. 
Snow Goose: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant. 
Ross's Goose: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant. 
Cackling Goose: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant. 
Canada Goose: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant. 
Mute Swan: The 3 reports of this rare casual eastern winter visitor were of known 
feral birds 27 Apr - 27 May at Boys Town L and One Pacific Place Apts in 
Douglas Co, and Wyuka Cem in Lincoln (BW, TPo, JAn); the last winter report 
of a presumed wild bird was in Feb. 
Trumpeter Swan: Most wintering ads depart in Mar, but immatures may lag behind; 
the last report for spring 2016 away from the breeding range was of two at a 
sandpit pond in Dodge County 22 Mar-IO Apr (CCr, GR, L&BP). 
Tundra Swan: The only report of this rare migrant was of 9 at Father Hupp WMA, 
Thayer Co, 4 Mar (CNK). The wintering birds at CL departed in Feb. 
Egyptian Goose: One was at Kirkpatrick Basin North, York Co, 28 May (JGJ). 
This bird was most likely an escaped or released bird, but, interestingly, there is 
a population in northwest Arkansas that has been established since the 1980s, 
and local authorities are concerned about expansion (Chesbro 2015; 
http://scholarworks.uark.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi ?article= 1022&context=etd). 
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Four of the 6 Nebraska records are during Mar-May. Watch this space for a 
repeat of the Mute Swan situation. 
Wood Duck: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant and 
breeder. 
Gadwa_ll: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, statewide spring 
migrant. 
Eurasian Wigeon: None were reported of this rare regular spring migrant central 
rare casual elsewhere. ' 
American Wigeon: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant 
statewide spring migrant. ' 
American Black Duck/Mottled Duck: A female (greenish bill) was reported as an 
American Black Duck at Jack Sinn 31 May (LE); it was studied at a distance 
but had a "dark blue-purple speculum with no white edging", thus possibly a 
Mottled Duck. There are no previous records of American Black Duck mid-
May through mid-Jun. 
Mallard: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant. 
Blue-winged Teal: One at HL 1-7 Mar (LE, m. ob.) was rather early; early dates are 
28 Feb (3 times). 
Cinnamon Teal: Tied for second-earliest on record was a male in Webster Co 1 Mar 
(GW). EEDs are 6-8 Mar. Males were easterly, where rare, in Lancaster Co 5-
6 Apr (HF, m. ob.), 4 May (LE), and 31 May (LE). 
Northern Shoveler: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, 
statewide spring migrant. 
Northern Pintail: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, statewide 
spring migrant. 
Green-winged Teal: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, 
statewide spring migrant. 
Canvasback: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, statewide 
spring migrant. 
Redhead: The 8000 in Cedar Co 11 Mar (CVe) was an impressive flock; high 
counts, however, are 14,000-40,500. 
Ring-necked Duck: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, 
statewide spring migrant. 
Greater Scaup: This species sometimes occurs well into May, after the ELDs 14-15 
May. There were 3 such reports: 19 May Seward Co (BP, RSt), 3 on 27 May at 
LO (DHo), and 31 May York Co (JGJ). 
Lesser Scaup: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, statewide 
spring migrant. 
White-winged Scoter: This species occurs more often in spring than other scoters; 
the 28th overall spring record was of 2 first-year birds in Sarpy Co 2 Apr (EB). 
Long-tailed Duck: The only report of this annual but rare migrant was of 2 at LO 30 
Mar (JJJ, photo). 
Bufflehead: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, statewide 
spring migrant. 
Common Goldeneye: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring 
migrant. 
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Hooded Merganser: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring 
migrant. 
Common Merganser: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, 
statewide spring migrant. 
Red-breasted Merganser: There were two reports of birds lingering after the ELDs 
18-19 May: 22 May Lancaster Co (ERa), and 2 at LO 28 May (SAg). 
Ruddy Duck: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, statewide 
spring migrant. 
Northern Bobwhite: Reports were routine of this fairly common regular resident 
south and east of a line from Keya Paha Co to Deuel Co and in the North and 
South Platte River Valleys in the Panhandle; elsewhere rare. 
Chukar: One photographed near Seward 2 Mar was certainly an escaped or released 
bird (IM fide JG). 
Gray Partridge: None were reported of this uncommon to rare regular resident 
northeast and north-central, rare Sioux and Scotts Bluff Cos. 
Ring-necked Pheasant: Reports were routine of this fairly common, locally 
common, regular resident statewide. 
Sharp-tailed Grouse: Reports were routine of this locally common regular resident 
north of the Platte River Valley in central and west, rare northeast; uncommon 
southwest Panhandle and rare casual south of Platte River east of Panhandle. 
Greater Prairie-Chicken: This species may be expanding its range slowly 
westward into the eastern Panhandle, as indicated by Mollhoff in The Second 
Nebraska Breeding Bird Atlas 2016, with "Possible" and "Probable" reports 
from Garden, Sheridan, and Morrill Cos. In addition, one was on a Sharp-tailed 
Grouse lek in southeast Sheridan Co 20 Apr 2016 (JGJ), and another was in 
Deuel Co 20 May 2016 (GR). Established leks continue in the eastern RWB, 
where 10-15 birds were present at Hultine WPA, Clay Co, (DHe) and at 
Rauscher WP A, Fillmore Co, (JGJ). Best count was the 50 in Thomas Co 24 
Mar (SFl). 
Wild Turkey: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, regular 
resident statewide. 
Common Loon: One at BOL 12 Mar (CG, JGJ) was second-earliest on record; it 
was joined 17 Mar by another early bird (LE, RSt). Previous early dates in the 
east were 21-22 Mar. One at LM 22 Mar (TG) was early at that location. 
Pied-billed Grebe: One at Swan L, southern Cherry Co, 5 Mar (MSh), was very 
early at that location; another at Broken Bow SL 22 Mar (JMo) was also early 
for that Custer Co location. 
Horned Grebe: Three at BOL 4 Mar (BHe), were rather early; previous EEDs were 
8-9 Mar. 
Red-necked Grebe: Exciting were the two breeding-plumaged birds at LO 10-27 
May (RG fide JGJ; MW photo; m. ob.); breeding has not (yet?) been 
documented in Nebraska. 
Eared Grebe: A molting bird in Lancaster Co 5 Mar (MW) was early; EEDs are 11-
13 Mar. Although there are late dates into early Jun away from the known 
breeding range, such reports are few after mid-May. The 2 in York Co 31 May 
(JGJ) were in a county where breeding has occurred occasionally in recent 
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years, but 5 in Phelps Co 26 May (WF), 5 in Hitchcock Co 25 May (TJW), and 
4 in Lancaster Co 30 May (MW) were likely tardy migrants. 
Western Grebe: The 8 at LO 3 Apr (CGo) were early at that location; EEDs just to 
the west in the Panhandle are 28-30 Mar. 
Clark's Grebe: The 4 at LO 3 Apr (CGo) were rather early; previous EEDs were 5-
12 Apr. 
Neotropic Cormorant: There were reports from 3 locations, most popularly a 
cooperative single at HL 29 Apr-17 May (LE, SKr, m. ob.). Apparently a 
different bird or birds were at Wirth Bros L RA, Johnson Co, 5 Apr (BHe) and 
14 May (SQ). A third report was of one at VNWR, Cherry Co, 12 May (HK!, 
LBo). These reports bring the total for Nebraska to 23, almost all since 2000. 
Double-crested Cormorant: Rather late were 12 at BOL 31 May (LE) and 4 in 
western Seward Co 26 May (JGJ). Last expected dates away from breeding 
locations are 31 May-I Jun. Non-breeders are rare in the south and east in 
summer. 
American White Pelican: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring 
migrant. 
American Bittern: Each spring there are several reports after mid-May in areas 
where habitat suggests that breeding may occur. This spring, up to 3 were at 
Peru Bottoms WMA, Nemaha Co, 21-30 May '(JGJ, WRS), and there were 4 
RWB reports: one was at Sacramento-Wilcox WMA 26 May (WF), one at 
Straight Water WMA, Seward Co, 28 May (JGJ), 3 at Mallard Haven WPA 29 
May (JGJ), and one at Heron WPA 31 May (JGJ). Proof of breeding in the 
RWB is scarce, with one record in 2007, but reports of bitterns during the 
breeding season there are increasing, now 15 since 2004. One calling at 
CLNWR, 2 Apr (EK!) was rather early; EEDs are 25-31 Mar. 
Least Bittern: Breeding has occurred at CLNWR previously, though not annually; 
thus 1-2 calling there 18-19 May (RTy) were a significant record. The only 
other reports were singles in Sarpy Co, at Prairie Queen L 30 May (MSh) and 
Wehrspann L 8 May (MSh). 
Great Blue Heron: Heronries are first occupied in early Mar; 10 birds were at the 
LO location 6 Mar (WF) and 26 were there 20 Mar (CCI). A heronry at 
Stagecoach L, Lancaster Co, had 33 birds by 14 Mar (SKr). 
Great Egret: This species is rare, barely annual, in spring in the Panhandle. Thus 
the several reports were surprising, albeit made by several of the NOU horde 
meeting there! How many individual egrets were present during the 21 May 
Scotts Bluff Co field trips is uncertain, but at least 2 may have been present (m. 
ob.). One there 14 May (AK) was likely one of the birds seen 21 May. 
Another Panhandle report was of one in Sheridan Co 29 May (TG). 
Snowy Egret: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring migrant. 
Little Blue Heron: None were reported of this uncommon spring migrant east and 
central, rare casual west. 
Reddish Egret: A report from Lancaster Co 4 May has been referred to the 
NOURC. Extreme rarities like this require unequivocal documentation. There 
are, however, two previous documented records for the state. 
Cattle Egret: Reports were routine of this uncommon, locally common, spring 
migrant east and central, rare west. 
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Green Heron: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east and south-
central, uncommon north-central, rare casual Panhandle. 
Black-crowned Night-Heron: Reports were routine of this fairly common regular 
spring migrant statewide. 
Yellow-crowned Night-Heron: None were reported of this rare spring migrant 
southeast, rare casual elsewhere. 
Glossy Ibis: The usual handful of reports was received from those patient enough to 
sort through flocks of White-faced Ibis. A total of 9 were reported 26 Apr-26 
May from 6 locations from the eastern RWB west (m. ob.). 
White-faced Ibis: The 400 in Lincoln Co 2 May (TJW) was a record spring count; 
previous highs were 150+ to 300, all in the short period 1-7 May. One at LWan 
10 Apr (PHo) was rather early; early dates are 8-9 Apr. Apparent hybrids with 
Glossy Ibis were at L Wan 27 Apr (JGJ) and at Wilkinson WMA, Platte Co, 25 
Apr (JGJ). 
Turkey Vulture: One in Dakota Co 12 Mar was 17 days earlier than in 2013, 2014, 
or 2015 (BFH). 
Osprey: Pairs returned to the three successful nest sites from last year in Scotts Bluff 
Co; nest-building was underway by 1 Apr, and incubation began at one nest by 
13 Apr (KD). Another attempt appeared to be underway at Summit Res SRA, 
Burt Co, 29 Apr (CNK), where attempts have been made since 2013. 
Mississippi Kite: Nesting attempts in the east are unknown since a series of reports 
in Polk Co 1983-1990 that may have involved nesting although none was 
documented. Thus significant are sightings in the Douglas Co area last summer 
and now this spring. Two birds, an imm and "possible ad" were at Neale 
Woods 26 Jun 2015 (RS), and another pair were seen in Omaha around 122nd 
and Center 10-13 May (RS, SMa, MW). 
Bald Eagle: Nesting occurs statewide except for the southern Panhandle, southwest 
and south-central south of the Platte River, and the RWB. Thus sightings in 
those areas are migrants or wandering birds from the nearest nest locations and 
occur into mid-May; most are sub-adults. Thus rather late were singles at NLB 
26 May (JGJ), Kissinger Basin, Clay Co, 17 May (JGJ), and York Co 17 May 
(ERa). 
Northern Harrier: After early May, all reports were from the west and central; last 
easterly dates were of singles in Hall Co 14 May (KKi), a possible breeding 
location, and 6 May in Clay Co, also a possible breeding site. These dates 
suggest true migration ends in very early May. 
Sharp-shinned Hawk: Reports were routine of this uncommon, locally common, 
statewide spring migrant. 
Cooper's Hawk: Reports were routine of this fairly common, locally common, 
statewide spring migrant. 
Northern Goshawk: None were reported of this rare statewide spring migrant. 
Red-shouldered Hawk: The two reports were typical of recent springs for this 
Buteo, which is rare in Nebraska. A very vocal duo was at the Tecumseh 
Fairgrounds 4 Apr (D&JP), and one was over FF 12 Apr (RSt). 
Broad-winged Hawk: There were numerous reports in the east during the migration 
period Apr-May; although breeding is assumed to occur in the Missouri River 
Valley, no evidence came to hand. Westerly reports included two on 14 May in 
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Scotts Bluff Co, "in the same tree 
each spring for several years now" 
(KD, AK). Also westerly were one 
in Sioux Co 23 May (BP, MW). 
The rare dark morph was nicely-
photographed in Thayer Co 25 Apr 
(JCa), only the 6th state record of 
this handsome bird. 
Swainson's Hawk: Both light and dark 
morphs were in a group of 4 in 
Lancaster Co 12 Apr (ERa); this is 
only the 5th report of a dark morph 
in Nebraska. Dark and rufous 
morphs of this species breed west 
of Nebraska. 
Red-tailed Hawk: Very pale individuals 
of the common statewide breeder 
Buteo jamaicensis borealis arc 
sometimes misidentified as 
Krider's Hawk, generally 
considered a white or pale morph 
of B. j. borealis. True Krider ' s 
have incomplete patagial marks 
Dark morph Broad-winged Hawk photo-
graphed on 25 Apr in Thayer Co by John 
Carlini. 
and only minimal black markings on the underwing coverts (Wheeler, Raptors 
of Western North America). A very nice photo of a claimed Krider's in Hall Co 
13-14 Apr in my opinion does not meet these criteria, but is a very pale B. j . 
borealis. Krider's without photos were reported in Thayer Co 12 Mar (LR, 
RH) and Clay Co 2 Apr (MJa, RCI , JGu) . 
Rough-legged Hawk: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide winter 
visitor. 
Ferruginous Hawk: This species is a rare, less-than-annual winter visitor to the 
RWB; this spring there were more reports than usual: 12 Mar Buffalo Co 
(CGo}, 31 Mar Clay Co (CMo, JBu, JLa), 5 Apr Kearney Co (DHe, GSi, RHe), 
and 21 Apr in Clay Co (D&JP). None of these reports were accompanied by 
details. 
Golden Eagle: Reports were routine of this uncommon spring migrant west and 
central , rare east. 
Virginia Rail: Rather late if migrants were 2-3 in Dixon Co 28 May (JJ); egg-laying 
begins after mid-May, although, as stated by the observer, there "is little habitat 
in Dixon Co." 
Sora: As with Virginia Rail, although probably a later nester, the breeding status of 
late May birds away from known breeding areas (Sandhills, RWB) is 
equivocal; one was at !CSP 21 May (TG), one near Richland 30 May (D&JP), 
and one in Hitchcock Co 31 May (T.IW). One at L Wan 16 Apr (GR, BP) was 
rather early; early expected dates are I 0-14 Apr. 
American Coot: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant. 
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Sandhill Crane: Most depart by the end of Apr, with ELDs 19-21 May, but 2 were 
still at Rowe Sanctuary, Buffalo Co, 29 May (CCh). Peak number reported was 
479,000 in the central Platte River Valley 13 Mar (CTr); weekly counts are at 
http:/ /cranetrust.org/2016/04. These appear to be historically high counts for 
the central Platte. To the west, on the North Platte, numbers are increasing; up 
to 5000, the "most in memory" were in the L Alice-Winters Creek area, Scotts 
Bluff Co, 5-19 Mar (AK, KD), and 20,000 were in Lincoln Co 27 Mar (PJa). 
Whooping Crane: As in recent years, a single bird appeared early in Buffalo Co, 
this year present 19-22 Mar (BWe, m. ob.); two flyovers were seen 19 Mar 
(LLa). A cooperative family group of 3 thrilled a total of 365 visitors at 
Wilkinson WMA, Platte Co, 28 Mar-4 Apr (JGJ, m. ob.). Best count was the 6 
at Rowe Sanctuary, Buffalo Co, 9 Apr (DMo). Three were easterly at PL Apr 8 
(GSh, photo). 
Black-necked Stilt: Recent years have seen more reports in the east, where it is still 
rare. Eastern records this spring are one near David City 27 Apr (JGJ), one at 
LWan 7 May (PHo), one in Dodge Co 11 May (D&JP), 4 at Peru Bottoms 
WMA, Nemaha Co, 21 May (JGJ), and one at ConL 21-23 May (ERa, m. ob.). 
American Avocet: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant west and 
central, fairly common east. 
Black-bellied Plover: Reports were routine of this uncommon, locally common, 
statewide spring migrant. 
American Golden-Plover: One at Funk WPA, Phelps Co, 15-16 Mar (BSm, m. ob.) 
was 4th-earliest on record; EEDs are 19-20 Mar. Rather late was one at NLB 
29 Mar (MW, BP); expected late dates are 31 May, 3-5 Jun. Best count was the 
300 at Shypoke WMA, Seward Co, 21 Apr (D&JP); single-location high is 714. 
Snowy Plover: The reports involved 3-4 individuals, more than usual. Singles were 
at Tamora WMA, Seward Co, 24 Apr (MW, BHe), likely a different bird was 
there 28 May (JGJ), one was about 7 miles east of Utica 26 May (SKr), and one 
was at LO 24 May (MW). These birds were all rather late; ELDs are 28-30 
May. 
Semipalmated Plover: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring 
migrant. 
Piping Plover: One at ConL 6 Apr (LE) was rather early; EEDs are 27 Mar, Apr 2, 
4. Reports were from known or expected locations mostly in the east, as well 
as LM. That these birds are adept at dispersing during spring migration to find 
suitable breeding habitat is indicated by individuals at Merritt Res, Cherry Co, 
14 Apr (ERa) and 4 May (CNK), and Milburn Dam WMA, Blaine Co, IO May 
(WF). 
Killdeer: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant and 
breeder. 
Mountain Plover: Best count was 9 in Kimball Co 23 Apr (KD). 
Spotted Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring 
migrant. 
Solitary Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring 
migrant. 
Greater Yellowlegs: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring 
migrant. 
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Willet: One was rather late near Norfolk 30 May, but appeared to have an injured 
wing (WF). Last expected dates are 2-4 Jun away from the known breeding 
range. 
Lesser Yellowlegs: One in Buffalo Co 10 Mar was rather early (CCr, RSa); EEDs 
are 7-9 Mar. A remarkable 220 were in one puddle in Boone Co 29 Apr (JGJ). 
Upland Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring 
migrant. 
Whimbrel: This species also passes through the state in a tight window in mid-late 
May. There were 5 reports. Two were in Sheridan Co 4 May (RAA), 3 were in 
Box Butte Co 23 May (2 at a prairie dog town) and another in Morrill Co the 
same day (all D&JP and GR), and 2 were in Douglas Co 15 May (JR photo), 
the latter only the 6th eastern record away from the RWB, which itself has only 
18 spring records. 
Long-billed Curlew: One in Frontier Co 24 Mar (CHe photo) was easterly. 
Hudsonian Godwit: The 11 at ConL, Lancaster Co, 9 Apr (SKr photo), were rather 
early; expected dates are 6-7 Apr. One in Morrill Co 23 May (GR, D&JP) 
provided only the 4th Panhandle record. By far the largest spring numbers 
occur in the RWB, a staging area for this species. The 326 in Butler Co 15 
May was the 3rd-highest RWB count on record (JGJ). 
Marbled Godwit: One at ConL, Lancaster Co, 2 Apr (BHe, MW) was second-
earliest on record. Most Marbled Godwits pass through in a tight window; high 
counts are 22-25 Apr. 
Ruddy Turnstone: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring 
migrant. 
Stilt Sandpiper: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant central, fairly 
common east and west. 
Sanderling: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide spring migrant. 
Donlin: Reports were routine of this uncommon regular spring migrant east and 
central, rare casual west. 
Baird's Sandpiper: Record early by 2 days were 2 at ConL, Lancaster Co, 6 Mar 
(SKr photo), these were followed closely by 12 at Harvard Marsh 8 Mar (PD). 
Previous EEDs were 8-9 Mar. 
Least Sandpiper: One in Kearney Co 13 Mar (DWe) was rather early; EEDs are 7-
13 Mar. 
White-rumped Sandpiper: Six at Straight Water WMA, Seward Co, 28 Apr (LE) 
were early and well-documented; this is a late-migrating species and the EEDs 
19-24 Apr are all documented. The 800 at Peru Bottoms WMA, Nemaha Co, 
21 May (JGJ) was an impressive tally, but highs are 3000-7000! 
Buff-breasted Sandpiper: One in Saunders Co 22 Apr (LE) was rather early; 
EEDs are 22-23 Apr. 
Pectoral Sandpiper: One in Clay Co 14 Mar (DWe) was rather early; EEDs are 4-
13 Mar. The 400 estimated at ConL, Lancaster Co, 20 May (WRS) was 3rd-
highest tally on record. Previous highs were 350-521. 
Semipalmated Sandpiper: One at Jack Sinn 2 Apr (MW) was rather early; EEDs 
are 21-26 Mar. Among the 2000+ shorebirds at a drawn-down ConL, 
Lancaster Co, 750 were estimated 18 May (MW); high Semipalmated 
Sandpiper counts are >2000. 
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Western Sandpiper: There were 3 reports of this rare spring migrant: singles were 
at LBN 25 Apr (JGJ), in Phelps Co 29 Apr (AF), and in Dixon Co 8 May 
(HWi). 
Short-billed Dowitcher: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring 
migrant. 
Long-billed Dowitcher: Two at Smartweed WMA, Nuckolls Co, 10 Mar (LB) were 
rather early; EEDs are 9-10 Mar. 
Wilson's Snipe: Previous EEDs away from wintering or summering locations were 
14-16 Mar, but this year some 7 sightings 12-15 Mar from York, Buffalo, 
Phelps, Thayer, and Pawnee Cos (m. ob.) were likely of birds that wintered as a 
result of the mild conditions; another was at Verdon Lake SRA, Richardson Co, 
7 Mar(NR). 
American Woodcock: Westerly was one peenting in Buffalo Co IO Mar (CVe); 
status along the Platte River Valley in the central is not well-known, but there 
are several records. 
Wilson's Phalarope: One at Redhead WMA, Fillmore Co, 21 Mar (JGJ) was 2nd-
earliest on record for Nebraska, record early for the RWB. 
Red-necked Phalarope: Rare in the east, previously with only around 30 records, 
this spring had a surprising three: one was in Butler Co 15 May (JGJ), one was 
in Fillmore 18 May (JGJ), and two were at ConL, Lancaster Co, 18 May (BHe, 
MW). 
Bonaparte's Gull: The 1-2 at BOL 12-14 Mar (BHe, MW, GR) were rather early; 
EEDs are 7-10 Mar. 
Franklin's Gull: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant. 
Ring-billed Gull: An unusual individual with orange legs was at Bennington L, 
Douglas Co, 27 Mar-2 Apr (JR); this may have been a very brightly-hued adult 
in full breeding-season flush. 
California Gull: The only report away from LM was of 3 at the Scottsbluff SL 21 
May (m. ob.). This is the 34th report in spring away from LM, and the latest 
such record by a week. LO hosted 2-4 on 24-25 May (MW, WRS), as might be 
expected there. 
Herring Gull: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant statewide 
spring migrant. 
Thayer's Gull: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring migrant. 
Lesser Black-backed Gull: There were 13 reports of this uncommon spring 
migrant, but unexpected were several reports of lingering birds. Since previous 
ELDs were 30 Apr-May 2, somewhat surprising were at least 5 birds, two ads, 
a first year, and two 2nd-spring birds, at LO 13-24 May (GSh, BP, RSt, MW). 
Glaucous-winged Gull: One well-described at LO 23 Apr (CRu) would be the third 
documented record and fifth report for the state if accepted by the NOURC. 
All 5 reports are in the period 16 Feb-23 Apr. 
Glaucous Gull: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring migrant. 
Least Tern: The 11 at a Douglas Co housing development near Valley 27 May (JR) 
was a good count; highs are 12-35. 
Caspian Tern: One in Hall Co 16 Apr (TGo) tied the 5th-earliest date for spring. 
Previous EEDs werel6-l 7 Apr. 
Black Tern: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant. 
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Common Tern: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring migrant. 
Forster's Tern: Rather early was one at LO 29 Mar (TJW); previous EEDs were 
Mar 28, Apr 1,4. 
Rock Pigeon: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident. 
Eurasian Collared-Dove: Two carrying nest material in Lincoln 24 May were 
apparently "adapting well to life in the big city" (RE). This may have been a 
2nd or even 3rd brood, as this species may begin nest building in Nebraska as 
early as 30 Jan. 
White-winged Dove: At least 8 were reported statewide (m. ob.); one in Kearney 9 
Mar (BBr) was either a very early migrant or wintered nearby, and another at 
Mormon Island SRA, Hall Co, 19 Mar (CO, RS) was probably an early 
migrant. The previous EEDs for this species were 20-24 Mar. 
Mourning Dove: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant. 
Yellow-billed Cuckoo: Reports were routine of this common eastern and central 
spring migrant, uncommon west. 
Black-billed Cuckoo: There were only two reports of this low-density species, one 
at PSP 18 May (JJ) and another at Fort Robinson, Dawes Co, 31 May (DHo, 
CGr). It is rare in the west. 
Barn Owl: One in Scotts Bluff Co 19 Mar (AK) was rather early; EEDs are 10-13 
Mar. The 10-11 birds reported were all in the west and southwest. 
Eastern Screech-Owl: Reports were routine of this common resident east and 
central, uncommon west. 
Great Horned Owl: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident. 
Snowy Owl: Barely making it into the Spring Report was one in York Co 1 Mar 
(JSc, fide MB). ELDs are 26 Mar-1 Apr. 
Burrowing Owl: One at Hultine WPA, Clay Co, 14 Mar (DWe) was the 4th-earliest 
on record; EEDs are all 21 Mar. Hultine is currently the easternmost known 
regular breeding site; 3 were there 19 May (RSt). 
Barred Owl: Reports along the Little Blue River continue: the species is established 
at Flathead WMA near Fairbury, where 3 were counted 4 Mar (CNK), and 
singles were at Meridian WMA, eastern Thayer Co, 9 May (JGJ) and at Little 
Blue WMA near Hebron 25 Apr (SSc). The latter two reports are the 4th and 
5th for Thayer Co, all in Little Blue River tributaries, the western extent of the 
southeastern Nebraska range. One near Oakdale, Antelope Co, is the 
westernmost on the Elkhorn River except for a single report near O'Neill in 
2014. West of Hall Co there are few reports; one was reported without details 
at Dogwood WMA, Dawson Co, 1 May (MMi). 
Long-eared Owl: ELDs for wintering birds (not known to be breeding) are 19-20 
Apr, and so singles at Jack Sinn (seen in Lancaster and Saunders Cos) 3 Apr 
(MW), FF 28 Mar (KGo photo), and at Schramm SP, Sarpy Co 23 Apr (DSt) 
may have been migrants, although 23 Apr is a date suggestive of breeding. 
Short-eared Owl: This species is a rare winter visitor to non-breeding locations; 
singles were at DeSoto NWR 2 Mar (EB) and Knox Co 20 Mar (MB). 
Northern Saw-whet Owl: Considered "no longer rare here" (TJW), reports from the 
cedar canyons in southeastern Lincoln Co are regular in winter, but breeding 
has not yet been documented, although it is quite likely. Departure from that 
area is usually in late Mar; one was calling 1 Apr (TJW). A brood of 6 at a nest 
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box in Thomas Co was banded 4 May (CNK, JT, WM); this is the fifth known 
location of breeding in Nebraska. 
Common Nighthawk: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring 
migrant. 
Common Poorwill: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant west and 
central, rare casual east. 
Chuck-will's-widow: Two at Meridian WMA, Thayer Co, 29 May (JGJ) were at the 
westernmost currently known site for the species south of the Platte River. No 
others were reported. 
Whip-poor-will: Reports were received from two westerly outposts; 2 were at Smith 
Falls SP, eastern Cherry Co 19 May (RTy) and one at NNF, Halsey, 26 May 
(BP). There are multiple Jun records at both locations. 
Chimney Swift: The 90 at PP 30 Apr (MW) was a good count; previous highs were 
40-118. 
White-throated Swift: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant 
west. 
Ruby-throated Hummingbird: Westernmost was one at Smith Falls SP, eastern 
Cherry Co, 21 May (KCo). This species is uncommon in central Nebraska in 
spring. 
Broad-tailed Hummingbird: Nebraska's fourth spring record of this species, all 
2014-2016, was a fem in the same Dawes Co yard where 3 of the 4 records 
originated, on 22 May (JWh, MW, BP, WRS). There are no nesting records for 
the state. 
Belted Kingfisher: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide migrant 
and resident. 
Lewis's Woodpecker: None were reported of this uncommon spring migrant west, 
rare casual central and east. 
Red-headed Woodpecker: One at Fort Niobrara NWR, Cherry Co, 14 Apr (ORi) 
was 3rd-earliest on record for the north. EEDs in the north are 21-24 Apr. 
Red-bellied Woodpecker: This species occurs west to the Valentine area along the 
Niobrara Valley; two were at the Valentine City Park 3 Mar (NJo). Rare in the 
North Platte River Valley west of LM, there were these reports: one at Ash 
Hollow SHP, Garden Co, 2 Apr (EKl), one near Lewellen 31 May (CHe), and 
two at L Minatare, Scotts Bluff Co, 29 May (DHo ). 
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker: Arrival in the north is expected by mid-Mar, and so one 
in Garfield Co 9 Mar (JGJ) was rather early. Only the 13th spring Panhandle 
record was of one in Sioux Co 13 May; it was well-described, still in brown 
plumage as is typical of this species rather than Red-naped Sapsucker (WF). 
Another, 14th for the Panhandle, was in Banner Co 20 Mar (KD). 
Red-naped Sapsucker: In spring this species is less-than-annual, with only 3 
records in all. This spring, however, there were two: a fem was well-
photographed at Chadron SP, Dawes Co, 14 May (PB photo, fide JGJ), and 
another was reported at Greenwood Cem, Sidney, Cheyenne Co, 12 Mar (WKa, 
good details), a very early date; arrival in Wyoming and South Dakota is 
generally in late Apr, although there is a mid-Mar record for South Dakota 
(Tallman et al. Birds of South Dakota 2002; Faulkner Birds of Wyoming 2010). 
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Downy Woodpecker: Reports were routine of this common resident east and 
central, uncommon west. 
Hairy Woodpecker: The Rocky Mountains subspecies Picoides villosus monticola 
breeds in the Black Hills but not, as far as is known, in Nebraska. Only the 
second documented report for Nebraska was one "with no spots on shoulders" 
at Box Butte Res, Dawes Co, 24 May (D&JP). 
American Three-toed Woodpecker: Despite careful searching 5 Apr and 21 May 
in East Ash Canyon, Dawes Co, none were found (WM, MW, BP, WRS). It 
appears the bark beetle outbreak that attracted these birds Jun 2014 has died 
down and they have moved on. 
Northern Flicker: Previous ELDs for the red-shafted morph are 7-13 Apr. An 
observation in Lincoln Co 8 Apr (TJW) fits this timing well: "a week ago 1/3 of 
the flickers I saw were red-shafted, today just I out of 9 were red-shafted." 
Pileated Woodpecker: Up to 4 were reported at FF, typical these days (m. ob.). 
Surprising were the 4 at the north end of the current Missouri River Valley 
range at DeSoto NWR 1 May (JT); there have been reports there since 2012. 
Also surprisingly, there have been only 3 previous reports from the Platte River 
Valley, but there were two this spring that suggest this species is investigating 
suitable habitat there. One was at Two Rivers SP, Douglas Co, 6 May (WF), 
and singles were at Schramm SP, Sarpy Co, 23 Mar (TK fide JGJ) and 14 May 
(D&JP). One was at a known recent location, Flathead WMA, Jefferson Co, 5 
May (JGJ). 
American Kestrel: A nest box program operated by Joe Gubanyi in Seward Co is 
yielding results after spotty progress since inception in 2013, with only one box 
total occupied, that in 2014. This spring, however, eggs were in 3 boxes by 21 
Apr, and male kestrels were tending two others (JG). By 21 May, eggs were in 
4 boxes, but none had hatched; however, two boxes had chicks 26 May (JG). 
Merlin: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring migrant. 
Peregrine Falcon: One in Buffalo Co 19 Mar (EJo photo) was early; EEDs are 22-
24 Mar. A new nesting site may becoming established in Norfolk, where two 
were apparently defending a cell tower against a Turkey Vulture 29 Apr and 
were still present 11 May; so far no evidence of nesting was observed (SB). 
One in Scotts Bluff Co 28 May (DHo) was rather late; previous ELDs were 24-
27 May. 
Prairie Falcon: One in Dawson Co 14 May (RL) was tardy at that central location; 
ELDs in the central and east are 30 Apr- I May. 
Olive-sided Flycatcher: One at FF 25 Apr was quite early; EEDs are 29 Apr-2 May. 
Rare in the west, one was in Kimball Co 21 May (LE). 
Western Wood-Pewee: This species is rare east of the Panhandle, where most such 
reports are from the LM area, where two were present 23 May (TJW). It also 
occurs on occasion in northeastern Cherry Co; two were at Fort Niobrara NWR 
20 May (RTy). Another was barely east of the Panhandle in Dundy Co the 
same day (WKa). 
Eastern Wood-Pewee: Westernmost was one near Ogallala 20 May (RSt), where it 
occurs on occasion. 
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher: There were 6 reports, 5 in the east 10-22 May as 
expected (m. ob), and one surprisingly far west in Keith Co 20 May (EB). 
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There is a single Panhandle report, and 3 previous records from Keith Co, 
including two banded at LO (Brown et al. 1996 Trans. Nebraska Acad. Sci. 23: 
91-108). 
Acadian Flycatcher: Reports were routine of this locally uncommon breeder 
southeast. 
Alder Flycatcher: All reports were from the east as expected, including one rather 
early calling at FF 7 May (GR); EEDs are 6-7 May. Large numbers of Alder 
and Willow Flycatchers probably pass through unidentified to species and 
reported as "Traill's"; estimates of 30 and 60 Traill's were reported 11 and 12 
May in Lancaster and Burt Cos (TEL). 
Willow Flycatcher: One in Lincoln Co 9 May (TJW) was rather early for the 
westerly location; previous EEDs away from the east were 5-10 May. 
Least Flycatcher: The 58 at FF 14 May (GR) was a record high for spring, but only 
by 4. Another there 26 Apr (BP) was rather early; EEDs are 22-24 Apr. 
Gray Flycatcher: What would be only the second spring record of this species if 
accepted by NOURC was a tail-wagging individual at Oliver Res 22 May 
(TJW). 
Dusky Flycatcher: The 7th spring record for the state if accepted by the NOURC 
was of one well-studied and calling south of Exit 1 on 1-80 21 May (MW, 
WRS). 
Cordilleran Flycatcher: Reports from East Ash Canyon, Dawes Co, 10 and 24 May 
(WM, MW, BP, WRS) and Sowbelly Canyon, Sioux Co, 23 May (MW) were 
from known breeding locations, but one at Gering Cem 22 May (MW, WRS) 
was a migrant. Few migrants are reported. 
Eastern Phoebe: This species arrived even earlier than usual; one in Greeley Co 9 
Mar (JGJ) was record early by far for the north and west, where EEDs are 20-
24 Mar. In the south and east, previous EEDs were 4-8 Mar, but there were 
these early records: 6 Mar Buffalo Co (BHe) and 8 Mar Lancaster Co (JSS). 
Say's Phoebe: One at PL 25-29 Apr (LE, mob.) was only the 10th record south and 
east of Polk Co, and another in Deuel Co 13 Mar (CGo) was earliest on record 
by 5 days; EEDs are 18-20 Mar. 
Great Crested Flycatcher: Reports were routine of this common regular spring 
migrant east, locally common central, uncommon west. 
Cassin's Kingbird: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant west, rare 
casual central. 
Western Kingbird: Singles at Eppley Airfield, Omaha, 24 Apr (JT) and HL the 
same day (TEL) tied the third-earliest on record. EEDs are 21-24 Apr. 
Eastern Kingbird: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant. 
Scissor-tailed Flycatcher: There were 4 individuals reported, typical of recent 
years; singles were in Thayer Co near Hebron 25 Apr (JCa, SSc) and near 
Reynolds 5 May (JGJ), in Jefferson Co 7 May (JGJ), and near Denton, 
Lancaster Co, 26 May (JG). 
Loggerhead Shrike: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide migrant. 
Northern Shrike: One in Kimball Co 1 May (DKi et al., details) was the second 
sighting on record for May. 
White-eyed Vireo: Recently there has been about one report per year of this species, 
r' usually in the lower Missouri River Valley; it breeds in extreme northeast 
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Kansas. A cooperative bird was at FF 26 Apr-17 May (PS, m. ob.) and another 
was in an Omaha yard 17 May (TC! photo). 
Bell's Vireo: One in Garden Co 12 May (WF) was rather early; previous EEDs for 
the Panhandle were 11-19 May. 
Yellow-throated Vireo: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant 
east, rare central, rare casual west. 
Plumbeous Vireo: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant west. 
Cassin's Vireo: One at Gilbert-Baker WMA, Sioux Co, 14 May (WF) was the 4th 
spring record of this species; all are in the Panhandle 14 May- I Jun. 
Blue-headed Vireo: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant east, 
rare casual central. 
Warbling Vireo: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant. 
Philadelphia Vireo: Recent years have seen a dramatic increase in numbers reported 
of this species. Prior to about 2012, the usual number reported was 1-6, but in 
2013 there was a tally of 14, and now, in 2016, at least 25 individuals were 
reported. I suspect, apart from misidentification of fresh spring Warbling 
Vireos, that easy access to eBird reporting may be a factor. 
Red-eyed Vireo: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east and 
central, uncommon west. 
Pinyon Jay: None were reported of this uncommon spring visitor northwest. 
Blue Jay: Numbers are far lower in the west than in the east; previous high counts in 
the west were I 0-13, and so noteworthy was the 13 in Scotts Bluff Co 29 May 
(DHo). 
Black-billed Magpie: The current stronghold of this species is the Panhandle east 
locally to Keith and Lincoln Cos, with widely-scattered small groups eastward. 
Even in the west, numbers are low. Three active nests were found in Smiley 
Canyon, Sioux Co, 9 May, but the observer noted "sad to compare with the first 
atlas project 30 years ago, when I could find a half dozen active nests around 
the shower building [at Fort Robinson SHP] and flocks of 20-30 birds flying 
around the park buildings" (WM). In East Ash Canyon, Dawes Co, the first 
nest found in a decade was on 9 May (WM). The only reports farther east were 
of one north of Cozad, Dawson Co, 17 May (RL ), several reports of up to 5 in 
the Fort Kearny, Buffalo Co, area 15 Mar-8 Apr (m. ob.), and one near Burwell 
15 Mar (ABr). 
American Crow: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide migrant. 
Horned Lark: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant. 
Purple Martin: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east, 
uncommon central, rare casual west. 
Tree Swallow: Two at HL 11 Mar (EJ) and one at L Wanahoo, Saunders Co, 12 Mar 
(TEL) were rather early; previous EEDs were 10-14 Mar. 
Violet-green Swallow: Two at L Minatare, Scotts Bluff Co, 14 Apr (RSg) were 
early; EEDs are 23-26 Apr, but there are (now) 3 earlier dates in Apr. 
Northern Rough-winged Swallow: Reports were routine of this common statewide 
spring migrant. 
Bank Swallow: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant. 
Cliff Swallow: The 5000 at LO 20 May (MW) was a record spring count; previous 
highs were 2000-3500. 
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Barn Swallow: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant. 
Black-capped Chickadee: Counts in FF of 24-25 during Apr (JR, BP) when high 
counts occur for this species may indicate some migration through the area; at 
least one winter influx has been documented through banding studies (RS, BG). 
Mountain Chickadee: None were reported of this rare winter visitor west; ELDs for 
wintering birds are 2-4 May. 
Tufted Titmouse: Reports were routine of this fairly common southeastern resident. 
Red-breasted Nuthatch: One at Wyuka Cem, Lincoln, 27 May (JAn) was rather 
late; ELDs away from known breeding locations are 30-31 May. 
White-breasted Nuthatch: Reports were routine of this common resident central, 
east, and northwest, rare Sandhills and southern Panhandle, and uncommon 
winter visitor away from breeding range. 
Pygmy Nuthatch: Breeding is documented east on the Pine Ridge to MetcalfWMA, 
Sheridan Co; the 3 near Whiteclay 30 May (PMH) suggest that the entire Pine 
Ridge is occupied. There are no South Dakota records in the Whiteclay area 
(Tallman et al. 2002). 
Brown Creeper: That this species continues as a breeder at its FF outpost was 
confirmed by the finding of two nests on the north floodplain 7 Apr (AG); nest 
building was under way there 12 Apr (RSt) and singles were present 3 May 
(RSt) and 14 May (GR). 
Rock Wren: Three in northwestern Frontier Co 21 Apr (TJW) were at the east edge 
of the summer range south of the Platte River. 
House Wren: One in Hitchcock Co 9 Apr (JSk) was rather early; EEDs away from 
the east are 13-15 Apr. An excellent one-person one-location count was the 50 
at WP 11 May (TEL). 
Winter Wren: At least two may have wintered at FF, possibly the birds seen 25 Mar 
(RS). Wintering may occur elsewhere at seeps; Mar reports from Sarpy, 
Lancaster, and Cass Cos (m. ob.) may have been examples. 
Sedge Wren: The 12 at DeSoto NWR 1 May (JT) was a good count; previous highs 
were 8-19. 
Marsh Wren: Singles at LO 5 Mar (WF) and at NLB 14 Mar (GR) were early; both 
probably wintered nearby. EEDs are 10-11 Apr. Nesting is rare in the southern 
third of Nebraska; nest building was underway at SCP 12-13 May (JSS, KP). 
One at Prairie Queen RA, Sarpy Co, 30 May (MSh) and 4 at LSWNP, Lincoln, 
(MW, JSS) were late if not attempting to breed also. ELDs are 14-18 May. 
Carolina Wren: The only westerly report was of one at LO 27 May (DHo); there 
are only two previous records this far west, one at LM and the other in Scotts 
Bluff Co. The remaining reports were in the area bounded by Dixon, Platte, 
Hall, Buffalo, and Franklin Cos (m. ob.). Two wintered in Hastings, but left 2 
May when House Wrens arrived (PSa). 
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher: One at FF 8 Apr (L&BP) was rather early; EEDs are 6 Apr 
(three times). In the west, EEDs are 20 Apr-I May, and so the 7 at Gering Cem 
and Scotts Bluff NM 1 May (KD) were rather early. The 45 at FF 22 Apr (JR) 
and 22 at Tow! Park, Omaha, 12 May (JCr) were the 2nd- and 3rd-highest 
spring counts on record. In the west, the 9 at WHNC 28 May (DHo) was the 
2nd-highest spring count there. 
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Golden-crowned Kinglet: Three at PP 8 Mar (ERa, m. ob.) were rather early, as 
was one in Gage Co 12 Mar (MB); previous EEDs were 7-9 Mar. One at PL 5 
Mar (LE) apparently wintered there, as it was reported in Feb also. 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet: One singing in Lincoln 7 Mar (JGJ) was early; previous 
EEDs for the species were 9-11 Mar, 23-30 Mar in the Panhandle. 
Eastern Bluebird: EEDs in the Panhandle are 23-25 Mar; two arrived at WHNC, 
where nesting occurs, 12 Mar (KD), one of6 dates 7-18 Mar prior to the EEDs. 
Mountain Bluebird: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant west and 
central, rare casual east. 
Townsend's Solitaire: Easternmost were two at BOL 15 Mar (LE), where this 
species is less-than-annual. 
Veery: One "eastern red bird" in Perkins Co 8 May (TJW) was westerly; expected 
migrant Veeries in the west are a different subspecies from rufous eastern birds, 
and are brown. There is only one documented record of an eastern Veery in the 
Panhandle. 
Gray-cheeked Thrush: Numbers and reports were high for this species; there were 
an amazing 40+ reports of at least 50 individuals, including counts of I 0-11 at 
FF 13-14 May (MW, JR, BP). This follows a good year in 2015, although only 
around 26 were reported that spring. 
Swain son's Thrush: Large numbers of this species also showed up; best count was 
75 at FF 13 May (MW, JR). The only higher count available is a Sarpy Co 
Spring Count in 1996 that found 272 at FF and 499 in the county overall. One 
at FF 17 Apr was rather early, early enough to be compared to a nearby Hermit 
Thrush (BP); EEDs in the south and east were 16-19 Apr. Similarly, 4 in the 
Sandhills 24 May (D&JP) were rather early for the north and west, where EEDs 
were 23-25 Apr. 
Hermit Thrush: Arrival in the east was early, with 4 reports prior to the EEDs 26-
29 Mar. These may have been wintering nearby, although recent springs have 
seen many early-arriving passerines. The only report of the Rocky Mountains 
subspecies Catharus guttatus auduboni, which migrates through the Panhandle 
in May rather than Apr, was of one photographed at L Minatare, Scotts Bluff 
Co, 23 May (KGo ). 
Wood Thrush: One at Hormel Park, Dodge Co, 26 Apr (GR) was rather early; 
EEDs are 20-23 Apr. Breeding occurs west rarely only to Lancaster Co in the 
southeast, and so one in Jefferson Co 16 May (SSc, WRS) may have been a 
migrant. One at NNF, Halsey, 27 May (BP) was westerly and rather late for a 
migrant; ELDs away from the breeding range are 24-27 May. Sightings are 
less-than-annual in the central. 
American Robin: The 500 at Rowe Sanctuary, Buffalo, Co 24 Mar (OLa) was a 
good count; spring highs are 796-1200. 
Varied Thrush: One in a Wilsonville yard 24 Mar-5 Apr (LO, LR, RH) was 
Nebraska's first since 2012. This species is less-than-annual in the state, with 
records for 6 of the last IO years. 
Gray Catbird: The 40 in Burt Co 12 May (TEL) was a good count; spring highs are 
50-108. 
Curve-billed Thrasher: Nebraska's 9th documented record was of one at Calamus 
Res, Loup Co, 19 Feb-14 Apr (TS photo, JMu, RHt photo). The photos 
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indicate that this bird is of the eastern subspecies Toxostoma curvirostre 
oberholseri; both this subspecies and western T. c. palmeri have occurred in 
Nebraska. 
Brown Thrasher: One at Omaha 21 Mar (AD fide CNK) was probably an early 
migrant; EEDs are 2-3 Apr in the east, and overwintering is rare. 
Northern Mockingbird: The 10 at SCP 9 Apr (EA) is the new high count; none was 
previously established. 
European Starling: The 800 at LSWNP 18 Mar (BHe) was a good count; spring 
highs are 1000-"thousands". 
American Pipit: One at Jack Sinn 9 Mar (EA) was earliest on record by one day; 
EEDs were I 0-13 Mar. 
Sprague's Pipit: Typical in spring for this species were two reports: 1-2 at SCP 22-
23 Apr (KP, JSS), and one flying over and calling at VNWR 13 Apr (EA). 
Migration peaks in Apr. 
Bohemian Waxwing: None were reported of this uncommon western winter visitor; 
ELDs are in early Apr. 
Cedar Waxwing: Counts in spring illustrate the occurrence of two pulses of this 
species, one around early Apr, the other in late May; "hundreds and hundreds" 
were in southeastern Lincoln Co cedar canyons 8 Apr (TJW), and 120 were in 
Banner Co 21 May (TJW). 
Lapland Longspur: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant. 
Chestnut-collared Longspur: Easterly were 15 in Arthur Co 11 Apr (JGJ); spring 
migrants are rare outside the Panhandle. 
Smith's Longspur: Arrival this spring was much earlier than previously 
documented by EEDs 31 Mar-3 May. All of the 5 reports were 2-21 Mar (m. 
ob.), suggesting wintering nearby in Nebraska or early departure from northerly 
wintering areas in the Kansas Flint Hills. The 24 at SCP 6 Mar (ERa, HTe) is 
3rd-highest spring tally; previous highs were 18-125. 
McCown's Longspur: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant 
west, rare casual elsewhere. 
Snow Bunting: None were reported of this uncommon statewide spring migrant and 
winter visitor; ELDs are 11- I 2 Mar. 
Ovenbird: The 14 at FF 14 May (BP, JR) tied the previous single observer high for 
spring. 
Louisiana Waterthrush: One or two at FF 30 Mar (MM fide RS, CNK) were rather 
early; previous EEDs were 29-31 Mar. Delineation of breeding territories 
continues; 6 territories were occupied at Rock Creek SHP, 3-4 at Rose Creek 
WMA, and 4 at Rose West WMA (all 3 locations in Jefferson Co) by 17 May 
(SSc, JCa). At FF, 2 territories were occupied 22 Apr (GR), at PRSP 3 of 4 
known territories were occupied by 17 Apr (SSc, JCa), and one territory 
persists at WP (MW, SSc, JCa, m. ob.). Westernmost was one near Reynolds, 
Jefferson Co, 4 May (SSc, JCa), and one singing at Arbor Day Farm, Otoe Co, 
17 May (RTy) may have been breeding. Along with the 7 known territories at 
ICSP, there appear to be at least 26 breeding pairs in the state. 
Northern Waterthrush: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant 
east and central, uncommon west. 
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Golden-winged Warbler: Continuing the pattern of recent higher numbers, 2016 
saw record numbers, some 29 individuals reported, including counts of 5 at FF 
14 May (GR) and 5-6 at LNB 9 May (MN). 
Blue-winged Warbler: Only one of this less-than-annual species was reported, a 
fem at Mercer Woods, Douglas Co, 10 May (JR photo). 
Black-and-white Warbler: The I 3 at FF 13 May (GR) was a good count; single-
observer high is 16 (twice). 
Prothonotary Warbler: The reports were from two locations; at the regular nest 
box site at FF one box was occupied by a pair (NR, m. ob.), and probably two 
additional singles were present in the general area (RSt, TG, HTe, ERa, m. ob.). 
The second rather surprising location was Lauritzen Gardens, Omaha, where 2 
pairs were found along the stream 26 May (HHo, BW). 
Tennessee Warbler: The 55 "counted singly" at WP 11 May (ERa) was 3rd-best 
single-observer count on record, after 72 and 96. Noteworthy were the 35 in a 
single Bellevue yard 11 May (L&BP). 
Orange-crowned Warbler: The remarkable 85 at Gering Cem 1 May (KD) was 
2nd-highest on record; previous highs were 49-100. 
Nashville Warbler: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east, 
uncommon central, rare casual west. 
Connecticut Warbler: Generally only one or two are reported each spring, and this 
year's entrant was one singing for several minutes but unseen at FF 27 May 
(RS). 
MacGillivray's Warbler: The only report of this uncommon western migrant was 
of one seen by several NOU field trippers at Oliver Res, Kimball Co, 22 May 
(TJW, m. ob.). 
Mourning Warbler: There are only 3 documented Panhandle records, and so 
noteworthy was one at CLNWR 24 May (GR, D&JP; details). 
Kentucky Warbler: Reports were routine of this rare spring migrant and uncommon 
breeder east. 
Common Yellowthroat: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring 
migrant. 
Hooded Warbler: A good spring, typical of recent years, saw some 6-8 of this rare 
statewide spring migrant reported: 1-2, possibly even 3, were at WP 8-14 May 
(MW, RSt, m. ob.), and singles, possibly the same bird, were at FF 8 and 15 
May (HTe, ERa). Singles were also found in Venango Cem 15 May (TJW), 
Tow! Park, Omaha, 12 May (NR), and an odd-sounding Connecticut-like singer 
at FF 28 May (MW, JR). 
American Redstart: This species was incredibly numerous this spring. Previous 
high counts were 32-46, but several observers had counts at FF 13-28 May of 
32-100 (BS, m. ob.). No counts elsewhere were close. One-two at FF 26 Apr 
(RS, CNK) were rather early; EEDs are 24-25 Apr. 
Cerulean Warbler: A "flurry" (JR) of sightings involved some 7 individuals, 
including 2 fems and at least one male in the FF uplands 7-15 May (DL, JR, 
m.ob.), at least one singer in the FF wetlands 28 Apr-3 May (D&JP, GSh), and 
singles at ConL 21 May (ERa photo, fem), WGP, Omaha, 24 May (NR, RS), 
and Mercer Woods, Douglas Co, 25 May (JR). The 28 Apr sighting at FF was 
of a brief sighting of a dark above, light below, wing-barred bird, high in the 
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canopy, singing an aberrant buzzy song, "an unvarying series of mostly three 
relatively monotone buzzes with pauses of a minute or so in between" (D&JP); 
such songs by this species in edge-of-range southeastern Nebraska are not 
unusual. It was rather early; EEDs were 26 Apr-I May. 
Northern Parula: The 19th Panhandle record was of one in Kimball Co 22 May 
(WF). Westerly were singles in Arthur Co 11 May (WF) and Lincoln Co 9 
May (TJW). This species is uncommon in the central, especially westward. 
Magnolia Warbler: The 10 at WP 11 May (TEL) was a record spring count; 
previous high was 7 (twice). One at CLNWR 24 May (D&JP, GR) was the 
19th Panhandle record. 
Bay-breasted Warbler: Most reports were from FF 13-17 May, where up to 4 (GR) 
were present (m. ob.). Elsewhere, one was at WGP 9 May (JH) and two were 
there 21 May (JR). This was a good showing for this rare spring eastern 
migrant, much more common and widespread in fall. 
Blackburnian Warbler: Reports were routine of this uncommon spring migrant 
east, rare casual central and west. 
Yellow Warbler: The 70 at WP 11 May (ERa) was a good count, not an estimate; 
single-observer highs are 85-186. 
Chestnut-sided Warbler: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring 
migrant east, uncommon central, rare casual west. 
Blackpoll Warbler: Reports were routine of this fairly common spring migrant east 
and central, uncommon west. 
Black-throated Blue Warbler: The only report of this less-than-annual spring 
migrant was of one at WGP 15 May (JCr, JH, L&BP). There are only 32 
spring records in all for the state. 
Palm Warbler: Reports were routine of this uncommon spring migrant east and 
central, rare casual west. 
Yellow-rumped (Audubon's) Warbler: One in southeastern Lincoln Co 8 Apr, 
along with two previous records there in Mar, suggest a few may winter in the 
cedar canyons there. EEDs are 12-13 Apr. One in Buffalo Co 1 May (WF) 
was easterly. 
Yellow-rumped (Myrtle) Warbler: The 120-150 in Burt Co 29 Apr (CNK) was a 
good count; single-observer highs are 255-260. 
Yellow-throated Warbler: The 11 counted at FF 14 May (L&LF) was a new high 
count by one. There are few reports of nesting; one was nest building at FF 5 
May (RS). The only reports away from FF were singles at Krimlofsky Tract, 
Neale Woods, Washington Co, 26 Apr (NR) and 14 May (KGo), and 2 at 
Heron Haven, Omaha, 14 May (BW). 
Black-throated Green Warbler: One heard and seen at ICSP 23 Apr (CAn) was 
earliest on record by one day; EEDs were 24-28 Apr. Another in Lincoln 24 
May (CVD) was rather late; ELDs are 25-29 May. 
Canada Warbler: There were 5 reports of this rare eastern spring migrant 11-23 
May (JH, PD, SMa, JJ). 
Wilson's Warbler: One at LSWNP 30 May (JSS) was rather late; ELDs were 29-30 
May. 
Yellow-breasted Chat: Previous high counts were 7-9, but this spring 10 were in 
Dawes Co 31 May (DHo, CGr) and 9 in Scotts Bluff Co 28 May (DHo ). Less 
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than annual in the east, but reported more often in recent years, one was in 
Lancaster Co 14 May (LE). 
Green-tailed Towhee: There was one report, typical of a spring for this rare western 
migrant: one was at Gering Cem 22 May (MW). 
Spotted Towhee: Birds that look like Spotted Towhees may linger in the east on 
occasion; most such birds are probably not "pure" Spotteds but possess some 
Eastern Towhee genes. Singles were at ConL 18-28 May (CVD) and at PSP 28 
May (BFH); many birds in the northeast are hybrids and both species types 
occur there in summer. Most wintering and migrant Spotteds leave the east by 
mid-May; ELDs are 22-24 May, and so one at SCP 22 May (JSS) was rather 
late. 
Eastern Towhee: Migrant numbers generally peak in late Apr-early May, but data 
are few. Earlier dates may be of birds which wintered nearby or in southeast 
Nebraska, althougb reports away from expected breeding areas suggest EEDs 
in mid-Mar; this spring one was in Buffalo Co 13 Mar (MYo). As with Spotted 
Towhee, the dilemma of eastern birds west and vice versa was reflected with 
this species also; the genetic discussion under Spotted Towhee applies as well, 
but in reverse. A "male towhee with no spotting on its back or wings except for 
the white primary patch" was in Scotts Bluff Co 30 Apr (KD). 
Cassin's Sparrow: The only report of this late-arriving southwestern species was of 
a singing bird in Hitchcock Co 25 May (TJW). 
American Tree Sparrow: One in Scotts Bluff Co 18 May (RSg), second-latest on 
record. 
Chipping Sparrow: Previous EEDs were 20-23 Mar, but this year there were 2 
reports 15 Mar: two at BOL (LE), one in Garfield Co (ABr), and one on 17 Mar 
in Lancaster Co (ERa). There was an earlier bird at a Dodge Co feederl0-17 
Mar (GR). 
Clay-colored Sparrow: One in Douglas Co 31 May (JR) was rather late; ELDs are 
31 May- I Jun. There are 2 other early Jun records. 
Field Sparrow: Rather early was one at PL 17 Mar (TG); EEDs away from the 
Panhandle are 20 Mar (3 times). Also early for the westerly location was one 
in Lincoln Co 11 Apr (TJW); EEDs in the Panhandle are 15-20 Apr. In the 
Panhandle, where the species has been considered a rare migrant, there were 
about 20 reports prior to 2015, when there were 4 reports, and this spring, a 
surprising 11 reports (m. ob.), largely due to the NOU meeting at Kimball and 
Bill Flack's county-by-county efforts. 
Vesper Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant. 
Lark Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant. 
Lark Bunting: The 400 in Hackberry Canyon, Banner Co, 21 May (WRS) was a 
good count; previous highs were 300-"thousands". 
Savannah Sparrow: One on 5 Mar in Polk Co (GR), where wintering is unlikely, 
was early; EEDs are 9-11 Mar. Two in Nemaha Co 9 Mar (L&BP) may have 
wintered at that location. The 50 in Sarpy Co 29 Apr was a good count; highs 
are 65-250. 
Grasshopper Sparrow: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide 
spring migrant. 
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Henslow's Sparrow: Reports were routine of this uncommon spring migrant 
southeast, rare regular northeast and central. 
LeConte's Sparrow: The only report was of one at Peru Bottoms WMA, Nemaha 
Co, (L&BP); this is 2nd-earliest on record, and likely wintered there. EEDs are 
30 Mar-2 Apr. 
Nelson's Sparrow: None were reported of this late migrant, rarely reported in 
spring; EEDs are 4-12 May. 
Fox Sparrow: EEDs at locations where not reported in winter are 2-3 Mar; thus one 
in Jefferson Co 4 Mar (CNK) was rather early. The 18 at Hormel Park, Dodge 
Co, 27 Mar (GR) was a good count; highs are 22-25. 
Song Sparrow: One in a Lincoln Co yard 24 Apr (VC) was described as "reddish"; 
there are a few reports from the west of such birds, which are probably of the 
subspecies Melospiza melodia montana of the Rocky Mountains. 
Lincoln's Sparrow: Previous EEDs were I 0-11 Mar, and so three reports of singles 
9 Mar were of interest: Dixon Co (JJ), Lancaster Co (MUs), and Hall Co (SSo), 
as was one 11 Mar in Thurston Co (GR). 
Swamp Sparrow: None were reported wintering, and so likely rather early spring 
arrivals were 3 at Jack Sinn 9 Mar (EJa), one at LWan 9 Mar (GR), and one at 
PL 15 Mar (BHe ). Previous EEDs were 17-18 Mar. 
White-throated Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east, 
uncommon central, rare west. 
Harris's Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant east, 
uncommon central, rare west. 
White-crowned Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring 
migrant. 
Dark-eyed (White-winged) Junco: This species is rarely reported away from the 
breeding range, and so one at CLNWR 4 May (PLe) was noteworthy. The only 
other report was from the breeding range, in Sowbelly Canyon, Sioux Co, 23 
May(MW). 
Dark-eyed (Slate-colored) Junco: Previous high counts were 100-150, and so 
counts of 120 in Dodge Co 24 Mar (CCr) and 100 in Sarpy Co 12 Mar (MSh) 
were significant. 
Dark-eyed (Cassiar) Junco: A male was in an Omaha yard 19 Mar (SMa); 
observers are reporting this form more often as field marks are becoming 
familiar. Extreme dates of occurrence in Nebraska are 21 Oct-4 Apr (21 
records, mostly in the last 5 years). 
Dark-eyed (Oregon) Junco: Rare in the east in spring, a typical showing was the 5 
reported there (m. ob.). 
Dark-eyed (Pink-sided) Junco: Reports were routine of this common spring 
migrant west, uncommon central, rare casual east. 
Summer Tanager: Less than annual in the west, one in Box Butte Co 30 May 
(DWi) was the 12th Panhandle record. 
Scarlet Tanager: First year males are sometimes more orange than red; this is 
perfectly normal and clinal and does not elevate such birds to the status of 
"variant" (Rick Wright 2014; http://birdaz.com/blog/20 I 4/05/15/the-scarlet-
tanager-orange-variant/); one was at PRSP 29 May (JWo). Westernmost was 
one at Valentine 3 May (NJo), the western edge of the spring migration range. 
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Western Tanager: Reports were routine of this uncommon spring migrant west and 
west-central, rare casual east-central and east. 
Northern Cardinal: The only report from the Panhandle was of one at Bridgeport 
SRA, Morrill Co, 12 May (WF); this is one of only a handful of known 
Panhandle locations. 
Rose-breasted Grosbeak: Rare in the Panhandle in spring, there were two reports: 2 
were in a Scotts Bluff Co yard 9 May (KD, photo) and one was at Chadron SP, 
Dawes Co, 23 May (EB). 
Black-headed Grosbeak: Reports were routine of this common spring migrant west 
and central, rare casual east. 
Blue Grosbeak: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide spring migrant. 
Lazuli Bunting: There were fewer reports from the east than in recent years: 1-3 at 
Conestoga L, Lancaster Co, 21 May (ERa, BHe) and one at WP 13 May (LE). 
Indigo Bunting: The 25 on Steamboat Trace near Peru 21 May (JGJ) was a record 
single-observer count. A male in Cass Co 17 Apr (KSc) was rather early; 
EEDs are 23-25 Apr. 
Dickcissel: Rare and erratic in the Panhandle, the only reports there were of one in 
Garden Co 26 May (RSt) and 2 in Kimball Co 20 May (SQ). One in Lancaster 
Co 19 Apr (SQ) was rather early; EEDs are 15-18 Apr. There are 4 earlier 
dates on record, 29 Mar-4 Apr, thus noteworthy was a report of one in Hall Co 
31 Mar (SSz, SGa). Overwintering is not unprecedented in this species. 
Bobolink: One at ConL 28 Apr (MW) was rather early; EEDs are 27-28 Apr. 
Bobolinks were on territory at SCP by 28 Apr (MW). 
Red-winged Blackbird: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring 
migrant. 
Eastern Meadowlark: One at SCP 2 Mar was singing (SB), an early date for such 
behavior. It may have wintered in the area; small flocks of singers, presumably 
migrants, may appear as early as late Feb. One singing in Dakota Co 26 Mar 
was rare in that area (BFH); the range generally extends north in Missouri 
River Valley counties to Thurston Co. One was in Thurston Co 11 Mar (GR). 
Western Meadowlark: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring 
migrant. 
Yellow-headed Blackbird: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring 
migrant. 
Rusty Blackbird: Reports were routine of this uncommon spring migrant east, rare 
central, uncommon casual west. 
Brewer's Blackbird: A colony had been present about lO miles east of Harrison for 
many years, but no birds had been seen there for some 15 years until 5 pairs 
were found 11 May 2016; there were 2 nests with eggs 23 May (WM). 
Common Grackle: Reports were routine of this abundant statewide spring migrant. 
Great-tailed Grackle: This species is least numerous in the Sandhills; a "very 
vocal" bird was in Valentine 28 Mar (JED), and additional reports of up to 12 
birds were from 7 Sandhills Cos 15 Mar-24 May (m. ob.). Courting was under 
way at Grand Island 28 Mar (SSc). Juveniles were present at a nesting colony 
near the Cobbler Inn, Lincoln, 25 May, and ads were carrying food to at least 4 
nest sites there (SSc ). 
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Brown-headed Cowbird: Two in Deuel Co 8 Apr were rather early in the 
Panhandle; EEDs there were 9 Apr (three times). The 5000 in Hall Co 13 Mar 
(MMi) was a record spring count; previous highs were 518-750, with one report 
of "thousands". 
Orchard Oriole: Reports were routine of this common statewide spring migrant. 
Bullock's Oriole: Reports east of the Panhandle are few, but occur regularly along 
the west edge of the central part of the state. Singles were at LM 7 May 
(J&GB) and at Venango, Perkins Co, 8 May (TJW). 
Baltimore Oriole: An amazing single location tally was the 70 at the Gary Lingle 
feeding station in Buffalo Co 29 May (TEL). 
House Finch: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident. 
Purple Finch: Previous ELDs were 11-13 May, with two later reports through 19 
May from the north and west. This spring there were 4 reports 14-18 May: 14 
May Lancaster Co (TKe), 14 May Papillion, Sarpy Co (CO), 14 May Walnut 
Creek L, Sarpy Co (5; MHi), and 18 May North Platte (2; MMk). 
Cassin's Finch: The only report of this rare Panhandle winter visitor was of an ad 
male at Chadron Creek Ranch WMA, Dawes Co, 5 Apr (WM). 
Red Crossbill: Ads with juvs were at Chadron Creek Ranch WMA, Dawes Co, 5 
Apr (WM) and at Steer Creek Campground, Cherry Co, 14 Apr (JGJ); these 
dates are somewhat early. All reports were from the northwest. 
Common Redpoll: The only report was of one at a feeder in Dixon Co 24 Mar 
during a "big snow" (JJ). 
Pine Siskin: Reports were routine of this common statewide winter visitor and 
spring migrant. 
Lesser Goldfinch: Most arrive in mid-late May; this spring 1-2 were in Kimball Co 
21 May (D&JP, RSt), and 2-3 were at WHNC 28 May (BAI, DHo). 
American Goldfinch: Counts of 150 at PP 30 Apr (MW) and LO 13 May (TBu) 
were noteworthy; highs are 200-300. 
Common Canary: An undoubted escape (no back streaking) was in western 
Douglas Co 17 Mar (BD fide JGJ, photo). 
Evening Grosbeak: None were reported of this common but erratic winter visitor 
northwest, fairly common casual elsewhere. 
House Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident. 
